We discuss several queueing models in which explicit solutions can be obtained by matrix factorization methods. These models fall into three classes:
Central-Limit-Theorem Versions of L = A W
Underlying the fundamental queueing formula L = A W (Little's Law) is a relation between cumulative processes in continuous time (the integral of the queue length process) and in discrete time (the sum of the waiting times of successive customers). In addition to the familiar relation between the w.p.1 limits of the averages, there are corresponding relations among the central-limit-theorems (CLTs) [2, 4] . Roughly speaking, the sequence of customer waiting times and interarrival times obey a joint CLT if and only if the continuous-time queue length and arrival counting process obey a joint CLT, in which case all four processes obey a joint CLT and the marginal limits are simply related. Similar results hold for extensions of L = A W such as H= AG [5] .
